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UPON A CONVERGENCE RESULT IN THE THEORY
OF THE PADÉ TABLE

BY

P. WYNN

Abstract. The main theorem of this paper is the following : Let Mv, by (v= 1, 2,...,

/;) be two sets of finite positive real numbers, with bx > b2 > ■ ■ ■ >bn, and let ¡j(s) be a

bounded nondecreasing function for agigè where 0^a^b<bn; denote the Padé

quotients derived from the series expansion of the function

JK)        ,ti(l+M     ¡ai+ZS

in ascending powers of z by {Rijiz)}; let ® be the open disc \z\ Kb'1 cut along the

real segment (—b ~1, — ôf1] ; define a progressive sequence of Padé quotients to be one

in which the successor Rt~¡r(z) to Rrj(z) is such that either /'">!" and/"a;" or f'Su"

and/">/; then any infinite progressive sequence of quotients {RtJ(z)} for which i^n

andyän converges uniformly for z e "3) to/(z).

The proof proceeds in a number of stages; we first consider those progressive

sequences bounded by the main diagonal sequence R,,,(z) (r=n, n+l,...) and the

row sequence /?„,„+r(z) (r=0, 1,...). It follows from a result of Markoff that all

diagonal sequences of the form i?„+r-„+n.+r(z), where n' is a finite nonnegative integer

and r = 0,1,..., converge uniformly for z s 55 to/(z). From a theorem of de Montessus

de Ballore the row sequence Ä„,„+r(z) (r=0,1,...) converges uniformly for z e ®

to/(z). From a result of the author the backward diagonal sequences Ä„+r,2m-n-r(z)

(r = 0, 1,..., m-n) and i?„+r,2m-n-r + i(z) (r = 0, 1,..., m — n + l), where m is a

finite positive integer, are, when z is real and positive, respectively monotonically

decreasing and monotonically increasing. Hence the result of the theorem is true for

the restricted progressive sequences in question when z is real and positive. Using the

result of de Montessus de Ballore, and extending a result of Nevanlinna to the

theory of the Padé table in question, it is shown that there exists a finite positive

integer r' such that all quotients /?„+ri„+r» + r (r=0, 1,... ; r" = r', r' +1,...) are uni-

formly bounded for z e ®', where %' is that part of f£} from which points lying in the

neighborhood of the negative real axis have been excluded. Thus, using the Stieltjes-

Vitali theorem, all progressive sequences of Padé quotients taken from the latter

double array converge uniformly for z e <£)' to /(z). That the diagonal sequences of

the complementary set Ä„+r>n+r-+r(z) (r=0, 1,... ; r"=0,1.#■'— 1) each converge

uniformly for z e ®' to /(z) follows from MarkofTs result. Hence the result of the

theorem is true for the restricted progressive sequences when z e "35' ; that this result

also holds for values of z e ® lying in the neighborhood of the negative real axis (and

not, therefore, belonging to î)') is proved by the use of a theorem of Tschebyscheff.

The Padé quotients lying below the principal diagonal can be associated with a function

/(z) having many of the properties of /(z), and the proof outlined above may be

extended to the progressive sequences bounded by the principal diagonal and the

column sequence Rn+r¡n(z) (r=0,1,...). The two partial results are then combined.
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The main theorem.   In this paper we prove the following result :

Theorem. Let Mv,bv(v=l,2,...,n)be two sets ofn ( 1 ̂ n<oo) finite positive

real numbers, with b1>b2> ■ ■ ■ >b„, and let o(s) be a bounded nondecreasing real

valued function for a^s^b, where 0^a<b<bn; denote the Padé quotients derived

from the series expansion of the function

m ftr\ - v   M*   if da^
(1) m-AT+b¿+l\lrTS
in ascending powers of z by {Rtij(z)}; let 1) be the open disc \z\ <è_1 cut along the

real segment ( — b'1, — èf1]; define a progressive sequence of Padé quotients to be

one in which the successor Rr¡r(z) to 7?r>f(z) is such that either i"^i' andj"' >/", or

i">i' and j"^j'; then any infinite progressive sequence of quotients {Rij(z)} for

which i^n andj^n converges uniformly to f(z) in 5).

Some theory. Since the above is a rather deep result, we preface its proof by

some definitions and lemmata. (For the theories of the Padé table and of continued

fractions derived from power series, the reader is referred to the standard works of

Perron [1] and Wall [2].)

We are concerned with rational functions of the form

(2) Pt.Áz) = (í/J-fíz) j (í/t-fízj       íteOJZO)

derived from the power series

(3) f(z) = | tX       (t0 * 0).
v = 0

The coefficients {k(vÍJ)}, {&y,fí} are obtained from those off(z) by solving the set of

/+/+1 equations

Rp = o   (v>i),       2 fv'y)'r-v = 0        (r=j+\,j+2,.. .,j+i+\)
v = 0

= #<<•»   (r = 0, 1,...,/)

for it«'» (v=0,l,...,i) (not all zero) £«•>> (v = 0, 1,...,/), and reducing the

quotient

(4) (í/^v)/(í/^v)

to its irreducible form (2) in which #cg-i>=l. The series expansion of Riyi(z) in

ascending powers of z agrees with f(z) to a certain number of terms ; in particular,

if (4) is itself irreducible, such agreement holds at least for the terms rvzv (v=0,

1,...,/+;'). Ruiz) is the Padé quotient [3] of order (/,/) derived from/(z). The

formal derivation of the rational function Rijiz) was first carried out by Jacobi [4] ;

the theory of its derivation was placed upon a rigorous basis by Frobenius [5]; a

systematic study of the functions {Ruiz)}, with particular reference to their sig-

nificance in the theory of continued fractions, was carried out by Padé [3].
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The quotients R¡j(z) (i=0, 1,... ;j=0, 1,...) may be set in a two dimensional

array in which i denotes a row number and y a column number; this is the Padé

table. We shall append to the Padé table the quotient F0_1(z) = 0. The quotients

RTJ(z) (r = 0, 1,... ) lie upon the principal diagonal of the Padé table. We shall call

the diagonal upon which the quotients Fr_r_!(z) (r=0, 1,...) lie the subprincipal

diagonal.

We are principally concerned with Stieltjes functions [6], i.e. functions having the

form

(5) giz)= f^-       (0<a<bi*>),
Ja'   *   ' ZÇ

where ö(s) is a bounded nondecreasing real valued function ior a^sSb such that

the integral expressions

(6) *y = (-l)vp s*däis)       (v = 0,l,...)
Ja'

are well defined. g(z) is regular throughout the z-plane cut along the segment

[—a'"1, — b1'1] of the negative real axis and, depending upon the nature of <ï(ç),

may also be defined at points belonging to this segment. The series/(z) of formula

(3) whose coefficients are given by expressions (6) represents g(z) asymptotically for

— ir<arg(z)<7r; if b' <ao,/(z) converges to g(z) for |z| Kb''1.

Lemma 1. The Padé table generated by the Stieltjes function (5) has the following

properties:

(i) // ö(s) is not a simple step function with a finite number of salti in the range

a'^s^b', each Padé quotient R¡j(z) has the irreducible form (2) in which i=i,j=j,

kFVO, &oi,n^0, #«.'V0, and the quotients {Ri,,(z)} are thus distinct;

(ii) // ct(?) is a simple step function with salti of magnitude Mv > 0 at the distinct

points s = sv (aSsv^b) (^=1,2,. . ., ri) and one (none) of the {sv} is zero, then all

quotients Rit,(z) for which both i^n'— 1, jsín' — 1 (i^n',j^n'— 1) reduce to the

rational function g(z) of which (5) is then the integral representation ; all other

quotients have the irreducible form described above and are distinct.

For a fixed finite positive real value of z the numerical values of the above Padé

quotients lying upon and above the subprincipal diagonal form two diagonal meshes

ofnonincreasing and nondecreasing sequences: for a fixed finite value ofm^O both

the forward diagonal sequence Fr2m + r(z) (r = 0, 1,...) and the backward diagonal

sequence Fr>2m-r(z) (r = 0, 1.m) are nonincreasing and have the value of g(z)

(>0) as a lower bound, whilst both the forward diagonal sequence Rr.2m+r-i(z)

(r = 0, 1,...) and the backward diagonal sequence Fr2m_r_1(z) (r=0, 1,..., m) are

nondecreasing and have the value of g(z) as an upper bound; furthermore, distinct

consecutive quotients of these sequences have distinct values.

Proof. The result of clause (i) is due to Van Vleck [7] (see [8] for an analysis of

the convergence behavior of the Padé table in this case) ; clause (ii) is a trivial ex-
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tension of clause (i). The second main result of the lemma is due to the author [9]

(a slightly more complicated result holds for the quotients lying beneath the

principal diagonal).

The function/(z) of formula (1) is a Stieltjes function: in the notation of formula

(5), <r(c) is the function obtained by setting a' = a, b' = b,, a(s-)=0 (0^?<a);

d(s-) = ais) (aúsúb); àis)moib) ib<s<bn);

d(c) = a(è)+2   Mv       (6r+1 S ? < br;r = n-l,n-2,..., I),
v = r + l

dis) = a(b)+ ¿ Mv (bi £ S á 00).
v=l

Lemma 2. Letf(z) be the Stieltjes function of formula (1), and/(z) be the function

defined by the relationship

(7) f(z) = t0/(l+zf(z));

thenf(z) has a representation of the form

Mv       f6 dais)A    M        f " a

(8) aï+£+J.ï + ZS

where 0<Mv<co (v—l, 2,..., n), bv+1<bv<bv (v=l, 2,..., n—l), bn<bn, B<.b,

â = a, and &(s) is a bounded nondecreasing function for â^s^b.

Denote the Padé quotients generated by f(z) by {Fiiy(z)} and those generated by

f(z) by \R\MY> then

Fi+lii(z) = tolil +zRit,(z))       (i - 0, 1, ...;/ = 0, 1,...).

Proof. The first result was given in [9]. The second is a special case of a more

general result holding for functions satisfying a relationship of the form (7), due

to Padé [3].

Lemma 3. Let h(z), where h(0)^0, be a function which is analytic in the circle

|z| = | except in the neighborhood of n simple poles at the points z = zv(v= 1, 2,..., n

< oo) within this circle, and denote by {Ru,(z)} the Padé quotients generated by h(z) ;

then the sequence Rn,,(z) (7=0, 1,...) converges uniformly to h(z) in the punctured

disc obtained by excluding the poles {z^from the region \z\ < f ; ifh(z) has a singu-

larity upon the circle \z\ = £, the above sequence of Padé quotients diverges when

\z\>l

Proof. The above is a special case of a more general result relating to functions

that are meromorphic in the neighborhood of the origin, due to de Montessus de

Ballore [10], whose theory derives in great measure from Hadamard's thesis [11]

on functions represented by their Taylor series expansions.

Lemma 4. Let r^l be a fixed finite integer. 7/0<w„<oo (v»l, 2,..., r) then

u, u2z      urz
(9) Cr(z) = ^^i

1
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is a well determined irreducible rational function of the form

c2r-(z) = (J/v^)*v)/(ío*?rv)     M>2r'> - i, «r2r,) * o, ¿TV o, w * 0)

if r = 2r ', and of the form

<W(Z) =   (rJ/(v2r' + 1v)/(Jofc<2r' + 1)ZV)

(^r' + l) =  1; K(2r' + D ^ 0, *f*» # 0, &<?%}»* 0)

if r = 2r' + \. If the series f(z) of formula (3) « generated by the Stieltjes function

giz) of formula (5), then the continued fraction whose successive convergents have the

form (9) with r= 1, 2,... may be derived from fiz) by imposing the condition that the

series expansion ofC,iz) in ascending powers ofz should agree with fiz) as far as the

term ir_1zr_1 (r=l,2,...). If giz) is a rational function, this continued fraction

terminates with the convergent {of odd or even order depending upon the nature of

giz)) equivalent to giz); if giz) is not a rational function the continued fraction is

nonterminating. In either case those of its coefficients that are defined satisfy the

inequalities 0<uv<ao.

Furthermore, the even order convergents that are defined may, in particular, be

expressed in the form

r' <2r')

C2AZ) =2 j +p^z

where /*«''> >0, a'<ß[2n<V (v= 1, 2,..., r'), 2Ui tfr) = t0.

In the case in which the continued fraction is nonterminating and, in formula (5),

V < oo, the sequence of convergents {Criz)} converges uniformly to giz) in any open

domain of the z-plane lying within finite distance of the origin and not including any

point of the real segment ( —a'-1, ¿>'_1) as an interior point.

Proof. The first result concerning the nature of the function Criz) is an elemen-

tary result in the theory of continued fractions with nonzero coefficients. A con-

tinued fraction derived from a power series as described in the theorem is said to

correspond to the power series in question. The result concerning the existence of

a corresponding continued fraction deriving from a Stieltjes function and the

nature of its convergents is due to Tschebyscheff [12] and Stieltjes [3]. The last

result, concerning convergence, is due to Markoff [13].

Lemma 5. Let m^O be a fixed finite integer. Denote the Padé quotients generated

by the Stieltjes function of formula (5) by {Ru(z)}. Let {C(rm)(z)} be the convergents of

the corresponding continued fraction generated by the Stieltjes function

(,0) .-»-fíAJa-     1+ZS
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and set C0m\z)=0. Then, in the notation of formula (9),

m-l

2
v = 0

Fr.n+r_1(z) ==  2 t^+zmC2f(z),

(11)
Rr,m+r(z) =   2    t^ + ZmC2T+i(z)

m-l

I
v = 0

far values of r for which the convergents {C£"°(z)} are defined.

Proof. The above are special cases of more general results relating Padé quo-

tients and convergents of corresponding continued fractions, established by

Padé [3].

Lemma 6. Let g(z) be the Stieltjes function of formula (5), and let the successive

convergents Cr(z) of its corresponding continued fraction have the form (9). Set

£r(X) = X~1Cr(X~1) for the functions Cr(z) that are defined, so that, for such con-

vergents,

ñ ÍW Ul     U2 u2r-2 u2r-l X   (\\ ul     U2 "2r-l ^2r
C2r-,(X) - J+Y+'- -TJ- —»       C2r(A) - XTTT- • ■TV —•

Set C0(X)=0. Then, when — 7r<arg (A) (^0) <tt, the functions {€r(X)} furnish a

sequence of convex inclusion domains {Sr} for the function

(12) G(A) = A-^(A-1) = £'^.

Sr is bounded by arcs of &\ and ñr+1, successive members of a sequence of circles

{i\r}: lr\ is the line joining the origin and the point C,(X); Jt> and §tT+1 intersect at the

points C"r_i(A) and €r(X), the tangents at the points of intersection forming an angle of

| arg (A) |. When arg(A) = 0, the values of the convergents {Cr(X)} constitute an

oscillating sequence of positive real numbers and provide a sequence of nested inclusion

segments {Sr}/or the value ofG(X): S2r-i is the segment (£2r-2(X), C2r_,(X)], 22r is

the segment [C2r(X), C2r-,(X)) (r= 1,2,...).

For a fixed finite value ofr^l the domain Sr of either type described above is an

inclusion domain for the convergents Cr-(X) (r' — r, r+l,...).

Proof. The even order convergents {C2r(X)} may be expressed as

C2r(X)
v, v2 vr

X+Wi+ A + w2 +      X+wr'

they may be determined in this form by imposing the condition that the series

expansion of C2r(X) in descending powers of A should agree with the series ^(X)

= 2í°=o tvX~v~1 as far as the term f2r-i^~2r (r= 1,2,...'). The continued fraction of

which the functions {C2r(X)} are the successive convergents is said to be associated

with the series iF(X). If ^"(A) is generated by a function of the form

f" dajs)
X+s

m - L
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where (a", b") is any segment of the real axis and a(s) is a bounded nondecreasing

function for a"^súb" (G(X) is, of course, such a function) and Im (A)^0, the

functions {C2,(X)} furnish a sequence of nested circular inclusion domains {®2r} for

the value of F(X). k0 is the real axis; Ä2r lies inside #2r_2 touching the latter at

<?2r-2(A) (r= 1, 2,...). (The existence of these circular inclusion domains was first

discovered by Stieltjes [6]; they were used systematically by Hamburger [14] in his

study of the moment problem for an infinite interval ; their significance in the theory

of functions of a complex variable was fully investigated by Nevanlinna [15].)

If a" ̂ 0 (and this is so for the function G(X) of formula (12)) the function

is of the same type as F(X). The successive convergents {¿^'(A)} of its associated

continued fraction generate a similar sequence of nested circular inclusion domains

{#&'} for F(1)(A): âj," is the real axis; ftg? lies inside &§?_a, touching the latter at

C2\l2(X)(r=l,2,...).

Since F(A) = i0A"1-A_1F(1)(A), the latter inclusion domains yield a further

system of circular inclusion domains {S2r+i} for F(A); each point of the circle

ä'2r+1 is obtained from the symbolic equation

for+i = foA-'-A-1^'       (r = 0, 1,...).

Furthermore, it follows from the conditions defining corresponding and associated

continued fractions that

<?2r+1(A) = t0X-i-X-iCg\X)       (r = 0, 1,...).

Hence á^ is the line through the point /0A_1 making an angle —arg (A) with the

positive real axis (i.e. the line joining the origin and £\(A)); ®2r+i lies inside

®2r-i. touching the latter at €2r-i(X) (r= 1, 2,...).

It may easily be shown that à2r+i intersects St2r at ¿\.(A), and &2r+2 at C2r+1(X)

(r=0, 1,...), the tangents to the intersecting circles in both cases making an angle

of |arg (A)| at the points of intersection. If the circular domains §r and lfr+1 have

been determined, that part of ®r lying outside #r+1 and that part of &r+1 lying

outside ñr are both excluded from consideration as inclusion domains for F(A).

What remains is the inclusion domain Sr.

When A tends to a finite positive real value and arg (A) tends to zero, the convex

inclusion domains {2r} tend to nested segments of the positive real axis, each

containing the point F(A).

Since the domains {£r} form a nested sequence, £r is an inclusion domain for

CT.(X)(r' = r,r+\,...).

An alternative derivation of the above theory was given by Henrici and Pfluger

[16].
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Lemma 7. Let giz) be the Stieltjes function of formula (5), denote the Padé

quotients generated by giz) by {Fi>;(z)}, and let m^O be a fixed finite integer. Then

when — 77 < arg (z) ( # 0) <ir the values of distinct consecutive quotients ivide Lemma

1) of the sequence

(13) Ä0.»-1(Z),     tfo.mOO.     *!.*(*),     *l.m+l(z),      •••

lie at the vertices of nested convex inclusion domains ££"" (r= 1, 2,.. .)for the value

of g(z). ££m) is bounded by arcs of 5tim> and St^$it consecutive members of a sequence

of circles {ñ¡m}}: ñfl) is the line joining R0m_,(z)and R0,m(z); sl^passes through

Fr_1>m+r_2(z), Rr-i,m+,-i(z) and Rr.m+r-i(z), and Ä(2m)+1 passes through

Rr-i.m+r-i(z), Rr,m+r-i(z) and Fr>m+r(z) (r = 1, 2,...); at the points of intersection,

the tangents to the intersecting circles make an angle of |arg (z)|. When z is real and

positive, the values of the quotients (13) constitute an oscillating sequence of real

numbers, and provide a sequence of nested inclusion segments {2(rm)} for the value of

g(z): if m is even 22^l, is the segment [Fr_1>m+r_2(z), F^i^+^^z)], £§?> is the

segment [Rr,m+r-i(z), Rr-i,m+r-i(z)] (r-1, 2,...); if m is odd, the limits defining

these segments must be reversed.

For a fixed finite value ofr^ 1, fi2?-i 's an inclusion domain for the Padé quotients

^r+r'-i.m+r+r'-aOO»   ^r+r'-i.n+f+f-iW   and   22^   is an   inclusion domain for

Fr+r'-l,m+r + r'-l(z)> Rr+r'.m+ r + r' - l\z) (r   =0, 1, . . .).

Proof. Substituting A = z_1 in the formulae of Lemma 6, we first obtain a

sequence of nested inclusion domains {£jm>} for the function zg(m)(z), where g(m)(z)

is defined by formula (10); the vertices of these inclusion domains occur at the

points {zQm)(z)} where C(Tm)(z) is as defined in Lemma 5. The inclusion domains

{££""} are obtained by use of the symbolic equations

m-l

£<"> =  2 tvZv + zm-1^       (r = 1, 2,...).
v = 0

The vertices of the inclusion domains ££m) occur at the points

m-l

2  tvzv + zm-1{zCim)(z)}
v = 0

and these are, successively, the values of Rr¡m+r,,(z), Rr¡m+r(z) given by formulae

(11).
It has only to be remarked that the closed segment of the real axis joining the end

points a, ß is conventionally denoted by [a, ß] if ß > a and by [ß, a] if ß < a.

Finally, we remark that when g(z) is a rational function, only finitely many of the

initial quotients of the sequence (13) are distinct, and (13) terminates with an

infinite sequence of quotients identical with g(z); the values of each of those

identical quotients are, however, contained in ££m).
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For the sake of completeness we mention that, although we have no need of

them, inclusion domains ä(rm) for g(z) may also be determined from the quotients

lying below the subprincipal diagonal of the Padé table generated by g(z): we first

obtain a sequence of inclusion domains {2?""} for the function g(z) defined by the

formula

g(z) = t0l(l+zg(z))

and submit these to the symbolic transformation

ñ(m) _ f0

(i+zs;w)

However, it is possible that 2'r<m) includes the point — z"1, and hence the {Sim>}

may not be finite regions.

Proof of the main theorem. We first consider those progressive sequences of the

theorem that are restricted to lie in that part of the Padé table bounded from below

by the subprincipal diagonal.

For nonnegative real values of z belonging to the cut disc ®, i.e. for 0^z<6_1,

we know from Lemmata 1 and 4 that the values of RTtT_i(z) (Rr-r(z)) (r=0, 1,...)

form a nondecreasing (nonincreasing) sequence of numbers converging to the

value of/(z).

The function/(z) has simple poles at the points { — ¿>v-1} (where — b~1<---

< — b2x < — b{x) on the negative real axis, and further singularities confined to the

segment of the negative real axis ( — a'1, —b'1) (where -b'1 < —b'1) the nature

and distribution of which depend upon the structure of o(s). Lemma 3 can be

applied to the Padé table generated by/(z) and, in particular, when 0^z<Z>_1, the

sequence 7?nn+r_!(z) (r = 0, 1,...) converges to/(z).

For a fixed finite value of r^O, the backward diagonal sequences proceeding

from Rn.n+ir-iiz) to 7?n+r>n+r_!(z) and from 7?n,n+2r(z) to 7?n+r>n+r(z) are, when

O^zKb'1, nondecreasing and nonincreasing respectively (Lemma 1). Since the

end points of these sequences themselves belong to sequences converging to f(z),

it follows that when 0¿z<¿>-1 all progressive sequences of Padé quotients re-

stricted as described above converge to f(z).

Any point of S> not belonging to the negative real axis lies in 1)', the intersection

of 1> and the sector - n + 8 á arg (z) á tt — 8, where S is an arbitrarily small positive

real number. The row sequence Rn,n+r-i(z) (r = 0, 1,...) converges uniformly to

f(z) in "£> (Lemma 3) and, therefore, in 1)'. Thus given any finite positive nonzero

real number r¡, a finite positive integer r' can be found such that |/(z)-7?n,n+r(z)| -¿r¡

for r=r', r'+l,... and for all z in %'. Hence |7?n>n+r(z)-7?n>n+r+1(z)| ^2r¡ for

r=r', r' + l,..., Rn¡n+r(z) and 7?n.n+r+1(z) are the vertices of an inclusion domain

for/(z) and all the quotients Rn+r„¡n+r+r(z), Rn+r%n + r+T-+1(z) (r" = 0, 1,...)

(Lemma 7). This inclusion domain is bounded by arcs of circles intersecting at

7?n>r(z) and Rn_r+1(z), the tangents to which at the points of intersection form an
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angle of |arg(z)|. A circle of radius 217/sin S about/(z), therefore, includes this

inclusion domain. In short we have shown that

|/(z)-Fn+j,n+r.+i+,(z)| < 2Vsin 8       (i = 0,1.;j = 0, 1,...)

for all z in $>'. Within and upon the boundary of %',f(z) is analytic. Thus, if AT' is

the maximum modulus of f(z) upon the boundary of %', and we set M" = M'

+2r//sin 8,

(14) |Fn+i>n+r.+i+y(z)| < M"       (i = 0,l,...;j = 0,l,...)

uniformly for all z in ®'.

We must now consider the points of ® not belonging to ®', i.e. those points of

Î) lying in the neighborhood of the negative real axis. Such points satisfy the

condition |z| íkbí1 — 8', where 8' is a fixed arbitrarily small positive real number.

From Lemmata 4 and 5, the quotients Rr,m+r-iiz) (r=n,n + l,.. .;m=0,l,...)

have a representation of the form
m-l r (m)

Rr.m + r-l(z) =    2    W + *"   2     Tâk
v = 0 v = l   l   'Pr.v¿

where (- l)m^>0, a<ß™<b (v= I, 2,..., r) and 2rv=i rf$=tm, the series /(z)

of formula (3) being the expansion in ascending powers of z of the function/(z).

Since/(z) converges for |z| = ¿fx -|S', we have 0 = |^-o1 tvzv\ Ú M2, 0S, \ tnzm\ =M3

(m=0, I,...) for all such values of z, M2 and M3 being two finite constants. Fur-

thermore, when |z| aèf1 — S', a positive real number 8" can be found such that

11-1-/3^1 = 8" (r=n, «+1,... ;v=l,2,.. .,r;m=0, 1,...). In short, there exists

a finite positive real number Mm such that an inequality of the form (14) with M"

replaced by M" holds uniformly for |z| ^èf1 —8'.

Setting A/=max (M", Mm), it follows that an inequality of the form (14) with

M" replaced by M holds uniformly for z in $). We have shown that the quotients

of any progressive sequence of the Padé table generated by f(z), formed from the

quotients lying on or above the forward diagonal sequence Rn+r,n+r+r-(z) (r=0,

1,...) and on or below the row sequence Rn¡n+r+r(z) (r=0, 1,...), are uniformly

bounded in modulus for all z in S). Since the quotients of such a sequence converge

to f(z) for all nonnegative real values of z in ®, it follows from the Stieltjes-Vitali

theorem that this sequence of quotients converges uniformly to/(z) in ®.

For r" = 0, 1,..., r' all diagonal sequences Fn+rin+r-+r_!(z) (r = 0, 1,...) con-

verge uniformly to/(z) in 1) (Lemma 4). Hence all progressive sequences restricted

as described at the commencement of the proof converge uniformly to/(z) in 2).

The above analysis can be extended to the Padé quotients {Êu(z)} generated by

the function/(z) related to/(z) by formula (7) and having the representation (8).

It follows from Lemma 2 that we have proved the theorem in its entirety.

In conclusion we remark that the theorem of this paper contains by implication

a number of subsidiary results obtained by replacing « by a lesser integer and in-

corporating one or more of the terms {Mv/(1 +bvz)} into the integral expression of
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formula (1) by extending the range of integration and suitably modifying the

function o(s). Again, depending upon the nature of a(s), the theorem is itself capable

of extension.
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